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Edinbane Pottery Price List
 We make a wide range of stoneware tableware,

and individual pots, large and small. All our pots are hand
made, mostly on the wheel. For different effects we fire
them in our 70 cubic foot wood-fired kiln, our smaller
salt glaze kiln or even smaller gas fired kiln. Our pots are for
use & are dishwasher &microwave safe.

 We regularly make commissions, and are
happy to make other shapes, designs and sizes by
arrangement. We are also happy to organize wedding lists.

 Available in £5, £10, £25 & £50
denominations, or any combination thereof.

 A wide variety of glazes and decorative techniques
are used in the pottery. Amongst them are our very
successful ranges:

 This price list includes most of the above. Please
add approx. for
For the more individual range of work from our salt glaze
called , please allow approx.
because of the extra processes and work involved.

Blue Waves’ is an on going and developing range.
The inspiration came from the ever changing sea & crashing ocean
waves. The pots are dipped or poured with pale blue/blue grey matt
glaze leaving areas for toasty ashing in the wood-kiln. They are then
trailed with four different glazes to bring up the ‘waves’ over the
surface.

Limpet and Razor shell Range... This range of work came out of the
one off pots that Julie makes. A startling contemporary black and white
range in minimal stripes and circles where the pattern is pressed and
carved into the surface. Fiddly and time consuming …but worth it for
the effect.

‘Ebb & Flow’... A name change for our well established ‘Slap Dash’.
These pots have a multiple layered finish. Thick layers of glaze are
brushed over each other to build up a rich finish. This is then
complimented by the toasty ashing in the wood-kiln of edges and
rims... There are echoes of deep pools, river flows, rolling landscapes,
night skies…

This work is fired in a different kiln. Often the work is inspired by the
sea... waves, birds, fish. Many colours and textures are used on the
pots before they are fired. The nature of salt glaze emphasises edges
and picks out well any impressed or applied decoration. The results
vary hugely... but that is the charm!

This lovely warm finish is a gift from the kiln. Fine ash dust from the
burning wood is drawn through the pots and melts into the surface of
the clay. Its final colour varies with the firing, the type of wood burnt
& the position in the kiln.

This bright exciting work comes out of Julie’s abstract paintings now
applied to a wide range of pots. The pots have a white glaze over
which coloured glazes are brushed, trailed & washed.
Beachcomber - always different, but always fun!



11” £70
14” £90
17” £110

1 pint £80
2 pint £100
3 pint £120
and larger from £150

from 6" £35

From 8” Birds etc. £90

3" £22
4” £27
5” £37
6" £47
7" £70
8” £100
larger from 10” £150

5" £45

from £18

Half bottle £65
Full bottle £90
With Logo £120

£5, £10, £25, £50

POTS TOTAL: £

CARRIAGE / INSURANCE: £

: £

Either from stock, or by order, which usually takes 6/12 weeks, sometimes longer. This is because
it may take that long to fill our kiln if we have no work already waiting to be fired. We are happy to arrange
worldwide delivery wherever possible & will quote for carriage (including packing & insurance) when the
total order is known. We are also happy to hold pots for you to collect, by arrangement.

V A T :  T H E  P R I C E  L I S T  I N C L U D E S  V A T  V A T  R E G .  2 6 7  8 3 6 4  1 6

2” Butter, jam £15
3” Sugar etc. £18
4” Dessert etc. £22
5" Cereal, Soup £25
6" Server, salad £36
7" Server, salad £45
8" Server, salad £65
10" Server, salad £100
15" Bread etc. £180

from £3

3" wide £18
4" Wee W. Winkie £32

larger from £45

1 pint Wine / water etc £42

7" Butter £70
9" Cheese £120
11" Cheese £170

from 9" £75

1 pint £72
2 pint £90

from £42

from £4

4” Toothbrush £27
5" Cutlery £40
7" Kitchen Tools £65

from £18

7" £35
13" £54
18" £110
21" £150

From 5” £72

4" £27
5" £32
6" £40



1⁄2 pint £33
3⁄4 pint £27
1 pint £42

Creamer £18
1⁄4 pint £25
1⁄2 pint £30
3⁄4 pint £37
1 pint £42
2 pint £60
3 pint £80
4 pint £100
6 pint £120
larger from 8 pint £180

5" (round shape £60
6" prices, other £75
7" shapes available) £90
8" £110
9" £130
10" £150
11" and larger from £180

3" Mustard etc. £27
4" Jam / Sugar £35
5" Jam / Sugar £42
6" Storage £66
7" Storage £85
8" Storage £110
Bread crocks  from 9” £150

2 pint from £90
4 pint £120
6 pint £160

12" from £60

Wee 2” Whisky shot etc. £18
3” Small £25
4" Medium £30
5" Large £37
1 pint Tankard £42

from 3”
(wooden pestles £2 & £3) £27

3" £27
6" With names £42

from £37

£70

 5”          £27
6” £32
7” £42
9” £60
12” £100

5" Roll/starter £18
7" Side £27
9" Breakfast £30
10" Dinner £33
12" Server / tray £55
14" Server / tray £90
17" Server / tray £120

from 3’’       £24

4" for Table £30
6” for Kitchen £75
7” for Kitchen £95
8" for Kitchen £110

from 3" £22

8” Server/vegetable £65
11” Server/vegetable £90
13” Server/vegetable £120

from £30

8" Soup / Spaghetti £37
9" £45
10” Spaghetti / server £50
12” £70
14” £110
 3”  Night lights £32
6" Electric light £100
From 9" Electric light £150
12” £270       14”        £330


